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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

esigth uses different colors to distinguish different alarm levels, red represents emergency, orange represents important, and yellow

represents

The table is secondary, and blue represents the prompt. Which of the following statements about different alarm levels is correct:

(multiple choice)

Options: 
A- Prompt: A potential or imminent business-impacting failure has been detecteD. but currently has little business impact

B- Minor: There is currently a certain impact on the business, but corrective actions are required to prevent serious failure alarms

C- Urgent: Alerts that have affected the business and require immediate corrective action

D- Important: An alarm that has affected the business and will have serious consequences if not handled in time

Answer: 
A, B, C, D



Question 2
Question Type: FillInTheBlank

During the daily troubleshooting process, engineers may need to view some alarm information of the device. Run the terminal command

to enable the terminal to display the debugging/log/alarm information sent by the information center.

Answer: 

Question 3
Question Type: FillInTheBlank

All routers in a network run IS-IS, and all are in Area 49.0001, where the L SDB of R1 is shown in the figure

According to this, it is judged that the DIS of Level-2 is. (Please fill in the device name, such as R1)



| displayisisisdb

DatabaseinformationforISIS (1)

Level-1Link State Database

LSPIDO Seq Num ChecksumbHoldtime Length ATT/P/OL

0001.0000.4004.00-00 0x00000008 0xb701 1186 68 0/0/0

0001.0000.2002.00-00Ox 0000008 0xb701 1186680/0/0

0001.0100.1001.00-00*0x00000050x2f9d1187 680/0/0

0001.0100.1001.01-00*0x00000001 0xa79e1110550/0/0

Level-2 Link State Database

LSPIDAN> Seq Num Checksum., Holdtime Length ATT/P/OL

0001.00002002.00-00 0000000080xb7011188 6S0/0/0



0001.0100.1001.00-00* 0x00000060x2d9e 1187 680/0/0

0001.0100.1001.01-00* 0x00000005OxdObO 1191 660/0/0

0100.0000.3003.00-00 000000005 0xfe53 1185 560/0/0

0

Answer: 

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

In the absence of a header, the Domain ID of each OSPF process running on the router and the process ID of the process

Be consistent and can be modified under the process through the domain-id command

Options: 
A- True



B- False

Answer: 
B

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The link status information between different S.4S processes of the routers around the Taiwan and Taiwan is considered to be sound

insulation.

Options: 
A- True

B- False

Answer: 
A



Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Senior engineers with rich experience can quickly solve faults only by experience, with high efficiency.

Options: 
A- True

B- False

Answer: 
A

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company purchased private lines from two operators. In order to optimize the lines, the company used the 6GP protocol to learn from

two



Route entries that operate off. However, after the enterprise found that this configuration, the traffic of the port route increased greatly,

and the network engineering arrangement

After investigation, it was found that the traffic of the two operators was passed to each other through the enterprise egress router.

Therefore, the enterprise intends to use the routing strategy so that the traffic of the packets of different carriers is no longer passed to

each other. Is the configuration in the following figure correct?



Options: 
A- True

B- False

Answer: 
A

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The routing policy tools that can be used by BGP mainly include Filterpolicy and oRoute-policy.

Fiterpolicy can only filter routes, Rote - policy can only modify routes

Options: 
A- True

B- False



Answer: 
B
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